**Survey Art**

*An Interesting Subject*

*G. K. (Ken) Allred, ALS, CLS.*

*Vision of an Ordered Land*

*The Rope Stretchers*

*C. H. Snell, ALS, CLS.*

*A Monument In His Time*

*C. H. Snell, ALS, CLS.*
David Thompson

David Thompson's Map of Rupert's Land

Sunset in Cactus Country

Surveying the Fraser Canyon

Stained Glass Window

Victoria, B.C.

The Surveyor - Capt. John Henry Lefroy, 1885
The Silent Guide
A Children’s Book

The Big Inch - A Survey of the Trans Mountain Pipeline

Christmas Card

1997 FIG Calendar

One Chain Too Far

President's Roster - 1911-2004
The Rope Stretchers